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Abstract
Iodothyronine deiodinases are a family of enzymes that remove specific iodine atoms from

one of the two aromatic rings in thyroid hormones (THs). They thereby fine-tune local TH

concentrations and cellular TH signaling. Deiodinases catalyze a remarkable biochemical

reaction, i.e., the reductive elimination of a halogenide from an aromatic ring. In metazoans,

deiodinases depend on the rare amino acid selenocysteine. The recent solution of the first

experimental structure of a deiodinase catalytic domain allowed for a reappraisal of the

many mechanistic and mutagenesis data that had been accumulated over more than

30 years. Hence, the structure generates new impetus for research directed at understanding

catalytic mechanism, substrate specificity, and regulation of deiodinases. This review will

focus on structural and mechanistic aspects of iodothyronine deiodinases and briefly

compare these enzymes with dehalogenases, which catalyze related reactions. A general

mechanism for the selenium-dependent deiodinase reaction will be described, which

integrates the mouse deiodinase 3 crystal structure and biochemical studies. We will

summarize further, sometimes isoform-specific molecular features of deiodinase catalysis

and regulation, and we will then discuss available compounds for modulating deiodinase

activity for therapeutic purposes.
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Introduction
Thyroid hormones (THs) are essential for developmental

processes, growth, and the regulation of energy metab-

olism (Tata 1968, Bianco & Kim 2006, Mullur et al. 2014).

In the thyroid gland, tyrosine residues within thyroglo-

bulin are enzymatically iodinated yielding mono- and

diiodotyrosine moieties, some of which are further

coupled via an ether linkage to yield iodothyronines

(Salvatore et al. 2011). Iodotyrosines and TH are liberated

from thyroglobulin by proteases (Friedrichs et al. 2003).

Specific monodeiodination reactions are responsible for

both TH activation and inactivation in target tissues
(Schweizer et al. 2008). The principal hormone activating

the nuclear TH receptor is 3,3 0,5-triiodothyronine (T3). It is

generated from the main secreted product of the thyroid

gland, thyroxine (T4, 3,3 0,5,5 0-tetraiodothyronine), by

elimination (deiodination) of the 5 0-iodine atom from

the outer iodothyronine ring (Fig. 1). Removal of an

additional iodine atom from the inner or the outer ring

results in 3,3 0-diiodothyronine (3,3 0-T2) or 3,5-T2 respect-

ively. While the former metabolite is believed to be

inactive, the latter is increasingly recognized as a

TH-receptor activating ligand in fish and, at higher

http://jme.endocrinology-journals.org/
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Reactions catalyzed by mammalian iodothyronine deiodinases.
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concentrations, in mice (Mendoza et al. 2013, Orozco et al.

2014, Jonas et al. 2015). T4 can also be directly inactivated

by the removal of an inner ring (5-)iodine resulting in

reverse T3 (rT3). In mammals, the different deiodination

reactions are catalyzed by three different deiodinase

enzymes (Dio1–3), which specifically target either the

inner or outer ring or both of them (Fig. 1A). Cell type-

specific and developmental expression patterns of deiodi-

nase isoenzymes can thus fine-tune systemic or local levels

of TH and adapt T3 levels to physiological situations,

including tissue injury, regeneration and carcinogenesis

(Dentice et al. 2013a,b, Mullur et al. 2014).

Many facets of TH signaling are well understood,

revealing a nicely orchestrated interplay of different

tissues and molecular players (Bianco & Kim 2006, Mullur

et al. 2014). Deiodinases have well described key functions

in this system, but their molecular mechanisms of

catalysis and regulation are not fully understood despite

many studies on these topics. The lack of molecular

insight likely contributes to the paucity of small molecule

modulators for deiodinases, which could be potential

drugs for the treatment of some forms of hyperthyroidism,

hypothyroidism, and cancer (Manna et al. 2013,
http://jme.endocrinology-journals.org � 2015 Society for Endocrinology
DOI: 10.1530/JME-15-0156 Printed in Great Britain
Ciavardelli et al. 2014). We will review the reaction

mechanism, regulation and molecular structure of deio-

dinases based on the recently determined crystal structure

of mouse Dio3 (mDio3; Schweizer et al. 2014a). We will

shortly discuss modulatory compounds and emerging

drug development opportunities.
There are many ways to skin a cat:
dehalogenating and deiodinating enzymes

Elimination of halogen atoms from aromatic rings is a

demanding type of reaction under physiological con-

ditions. Yet, nature has devised structurally different

enzymes following different catalytic mechanisms to

complete this task. Dehalogenation of iodotyrosine was

reported in thyroid extract as early as 1950 (Hartmann

1950). 3-Monoiodotyrosine and 3,5-diiodotyrosine are

major degradation products of thyroglobulin that have

not been incorporated into THs. Lack of iodotyrosine

deiodinase (IYD) activity in patients, if left untreated,

leads to clinical hypothyroidism and mental retardation

(Moreno & Visser 2010). The gene encoding IYD has

been cloned and renamed dehalogenase (DEHAL1;
Published by Bioscientifica Ltd.
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Moreno 2003, Gnidehou et al. 2004). Patients carrying

mutations in DEHAL1 have been identified and suffer

from TH deficiency (Moreno et al. 2008). IYD is a

flavoenzyme and uses NADPH for reductive deiodination

(Goswami & Rosenberg 1977, McTamney & Rokita 2009).

It is a membrane-associated enzyme and its crystal

structure was solved after establishing efficient recombi-

nant expression (Thomas et al. 2009). The NADPH-

dependence of IYD was lost upon solubilization, however,

a finding that has been explained by loss of an

unidentified intermediate electron carrier connecting

NADPH and IYD (Rokita et al. 2010). The exact mechanism

of IYD is not established, but it is clear that it does not

involve a catalytic thiol and relies instead on the presence

of a protein-bound FMN (Hu et al. 2015; Fig. 2A).

The following paragraph provides a summary of the

many different mechanisms employed for aromatic

dehalogenation by non-flavoenzymes. While the casual

reader may skip the paragraph, we feel that a comparison

of these mechanisms is valuable to understand the

deiodinase mechanism in a broader context. In contrast

to vertebrate dehalogenase, reductive dehalogenases from

organohalide-respiring bacteria require an anaerobic

environment to break down polychlorinated biphenyls

or other environmental pollutants. In these bacterial

dehalogenases, the cobalt atom from a cobalamin cofactor

interacts with, and provides electrons to the halogen

during elimination (Fig. 2B; Bommer et al. 2014, Payne

et al. 2015). Two iron–sulfur clusters nearby are probably

involved in catalysis and subsequent reduction of the

cobalt atom. Two potential mechanisms were discussed by

Payne et al. (2015): one involving keto–enol tautomerism

with a vicinal phenol, and one involving homolytic

cleavage of the halide–carbon bond after an electron

transfer and carbanion formation (Fig. 2B). Another

bacterial cobalamin-dependent dehalogenase does not

depend on the presence of a vicinal hydroxyl group,

suggesting that the mechanism without keto intermediate

is likely employed by this type of enzyme (Bommer et al.

2014). Bacterial tetrachlorohydroquinone dehalogenase

(TCHQ), a distant member of the glutathione-S-transferase

gene family, is a glutathione-dependent dehalogenating

enzyme. TCHQ catalysis is thought to involve a keto–enol

tautomerism followed by nucleophilic substitution of the

thereby activated chloride by glutathione and subsequent

resolution of the covalent thioether intermediate (Crooks

et al. 2010; Fig. 2C). Keto–enol tautomerism and a covalent

intermediate has also been suggested for the extensively

studied dehalogenation reaction catalyzed by thymidylate

synthase acting on 5-iodo-uridine (Carreras & Santi 1995).
http://jme.endocrinology-journals.org � 2015 Society for Endocrinology
DOI: 10.1530/JME-15-0156 Printed in Great Britain
Here, the halogen atom is first activated by attaching an

enzyme thiolate in ortho-position, followed by an attack

of another, reducing thiol on the halide (Fig. 2D). Yet

another dehalogenation mechanism has been proposed

for deiodinases based on work with synthetic small

molecule mimics with outer ring deiodinase activity

(Goto et al. 2010): keto–enol tautomerism of the deiodina-

tion position and the phenol group in ortho activates the

iodine, which is then attacked by a selenol (Fig. 2E).

Resolution of the ketone eliminates a selenenyliodide.

However, the reaction conditions in chloroform as

solvent, at 50 8C, and over a period of 1 week were far

from physiological. Also, ketone formation is not possible

for inner ring deiodination. We favor the idea of a

common mechanism for both types of thyronine deiodi-

nation, excluding mechanisms with keto intermediate

(see below). An aromatic substitution via an addition/

elimination mechanism with the selenol as nucleophile

(Fig. 2F) has been discussed based on work with another

synthetic deiodinase mimic that is capable of inner ring

deiodination at physiological buffer and temperature

conditions (Manna & Mugesh 2010). These authors

favored, however, yet another mechanism based on

halogen bond formation between the selenol and the

aromatic iodine substituent, followed by selenenyliodide

release and reprotonation of the resulting aromatic

carbanion (Fig. 2G; Manna & Mugesh 2010, 2012).

Mammalian deiodinase enzymes do not bind flavin or

corrin co-factors, but share a conserved and essential

Sec residue. Exchange of Sec for Cys reduces activity

by a factor of 100 (Berry et al. 1992, Kuiper et al. 2003a),

and this residue thus appears to play the key role in

deiodinase catalysis via one of the thiol/selenol-based

mechanisms discussed above. While Dio2 catalyzes outer

ring (5 0-)deiodination, which could potentially follow one

of the keto–enol mechanisms, the closely related isoforms

Dio1 and Dio3 (see below) are capable of inner ring

(5-)deiodination, a reaction that cannot involve a keto-

intermediate of the substrate. Since formation of a

selenenyliodide intermediate is widely accepted (Kuiper

et al. 2005a), the aromatic substitution mechanism

appears less likely and the widely favored mechanism

seems to be the iodonium elimination by a selenolate via

halogen bond formation, selenyliodide release and repro-

tonation of an aromatic carbanion (Fig. 2G). The Se–halide

bond would be analogous to the Co–halide bond in

bacterial dehalogenase, i.e., the selenium (or sulfur) would

provide the electron pair required for the two-electron

reduction. Oxidized deiodinase is then regenerated by

thiols – DTT (in vitro), glutathione, or protein thiols.
Published by Bioscientifica Ltd.
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Figure 2

Different dehalogenation mechanisms. (A) Flavin-dependent iodotyrosine

dehalogenase (IYD; reproduced, with permission, from Hu J, Chuenchor W

& Rokita SE 2015 A switch between one- and two-electron chemistry of the

human flavoprotein iodotyrosine deiodinase is controlled by substrate.

Journal of Biological Chemistry 290 590–600 (copyright 2015, American

Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology)). (B) Bacterial cobalamin-

dependent dehalogenase (reproduced, with permission, from Macmillan

Publishers Ltd: Payne KA, Quezada CP, Fisher K, Dunstan MS, Collins FA,

Sjuts H, Levy C, Hay S, Rigby SE & Leys D 2015 Reductive dehalogenase

structure suggests a mechanism for B12-dependent dehalogenation.

Nature 517 513–516 (copyright 2015)). (C) Bacterial glutathione-dependent

tetrachlorohydroquinone dehalogenase (TCHQ; data from Rokita et al.

(2010)). (D) Deiodination of 5-iodo-uridine by thymidylate synthase. d-rib,

deoxyribose (data from Carreras & Santi (1995)). (E) Small compound

selenol-dependent 5 0-deiodination of thyroxine via keto intermediate

(data from Goto et al. (2010)). (F) Aromatic addition/elimination

mechanism during 5-deiodination of thyroxine (reproduced, with per-

mission, from Manna D & Mugesh G 2012 Regioselective deiodination of

thyroxine by iodothyronine deiodinase mimics: an unusual mechanistic

pathway involving cooperative chalcogen and halogen bonding. Journal

of the American Chemical Society 134 4269–4279 (copyright 2012,

American Chemical Society)). (G) Small molecule deiodinase mimic

catalyzing 5-deiodination without the need of a keto intermediate

(reproduced, with permission, from Manna D & Mugesh G 2012

Regioselective deiodination of thyroxine by iodothyronine deiodinase

mimics: an unusual mechanistic pathway involving cooperative chalcogen

and halogen bonding. Journal of the American Chemical Society 134

4269–4279 (copyright 2012, American Chemical Society)).
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It should be clear from this account that the exact

biochemical mechanism of mammalian deiodinases is

far from resolved. In order to gain better insight into the

deiodinase mechanism, we thus solved a crystal structure

of the catalytic domain of mDio3 (Schweizer et al. 2014a)

and used it for reevaluating previous biochemical results

and suggested catalytic mechanisms.
http://jme.endocrinology-journals.org � 2015 Society for Endocrinology
DOI: 10.1530/JME-15-0156 Printed in Great Britain
The deiodinase catalytic domain structure made

crystal clear

Although there are differences between the three mam-

malian deiodinases concerning their region-specificities,

they all form an evolutionary-related family-sharing

significant sequence homology and most architectural
Published by Bioscientifica Ltd.
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and catalytic properties. The biophysical and structural

characterization of deiodinases is severely aggravated by

the fact that they are integral transmembrane proteins and

selenoenzymes. The mechanism of Sec incorporation

differs between eukaryotes and bacteria, hampering the

expression of fully active, recombinant mammalian

deiodinase protein in the widely used, efficient prokar-

yotic expression systems (Kuiper et al. 2005b). Expression

of a Cys-mutant Dio1 in yeast yielded an active but

heterogenous protein that did not allow structural studies

(Kuiper et al. 2005b). In the absence of experimental

structural information, modeling of human deiodinases

suggested that a Dio-specific insertion in the Trx-like

sequence forms a glycoside hydrolase like insertion in the

basic Trx fold (Callebaut et al. 2003). The insertion was

predicted to form a helix embedded in a loop and to

provide the docking site for the thyronine substrate

(Callebaut et al. 2003). Site-directed mutagenesis further

revealed several essential amino acids (Callebaut et al.
Dio-
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Figure 3

Structure of mammalian deiodinase catalytic domain. (A) Crystal structure

of mDio3cat. (B) Scheme of the mDio3cat topology. (C) mDio3cat active site

with modeled thyronine ligand. Reproduced, with permission, from

Schweizer U, Schlicker C, Braun D, Köhrle J & Steegborn C 2014a The crystal

http://jme.endocrinology-journals.org � 2015 Society for Endocrinology
DOI: 10.1530/JME-15-0156 Printed in Great Britain
2003) whose function, however, could not be rationalized

from this model.

Only recently, we succeeded in establishing the

efficient recombinant expression of an isolated mamma-

lian deiodinase catalytic domain for structural studies

(Schweizer et al. 2014a). In this deiodinase construct, the

N-terminal region responsible for membrane integration –

and possibly cellular localization (Olvera et al. 2015) – and

the linker connecting it to the catalytic core have been

omitted. Furthermore, the active site selenocysteine was

replaced by a less active cysteine, which is more

efficiently inserted during translation (Schweizer et al.

2014a). Crystal structure analysis of this inactive mDio3

catalytic domain (mDio3cat) allowed us to settle the basic

architecture of this enzyme family and to define the

arrangement of key active site residues (Callebaut et al.

2003, Schweizer et al. 2014a). Both features suggested

several conclusions relevant for the deiodinase catalytic

mechanism. The structure of the apoenzyme (Fig. 3A and B),
B
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structure of mammalian selenocysteine-dependent iodothyronine

deiodinase suggests a peroxiredoxin-like catalytic mechanism. PNAS 111

10526–10531.
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solved at 1.9 Å resolution, confirmed the general relation-

ship to Trx-fold proteins as predicted based on sequence

homologies (Callebaut et al. 2003, Schweizer et al. 2014a).

N-terminal to a generic Trx bab-motif, however, mDio3cat

features an unexpected two-stranded b-sheet, bN, followed

by a 310-helix Q1. This arrangement is typical for a

peroxiredoxin (Prx) family within the Trx-fold superfamily

and together with additional Prx-like features suggests a

mechanistic relationship to Prx (see below). The structure

further revealed that the deiodinase-specific insertion in the

generic Trx fold sequence (‘Dio-insertion’ in Fig. 3A and B)

forms a loop D, a helix aD, and a short strand bD that aligns

with the central b-sheet.

The Cys replacing the catalytic mDio3 Sec170 (Cys170*)

is located between b1 and a1, corresponding to the

position of the peroxidatic cysteine of Trx-fold thiol

reductases (Trx, thioredoxin peroxidases, Prx, and gluta-

thione peroxidases (Gpx)). The Sec residue points into an

extended cleft, which appears to act as a substrate binding

site (Fig. 3C). mDio3-His219, which corresponds to the

conserved and catalytically important Dio1-His174, is

oriented into the domain core and interacts with the

conserved Glu200 (see below). Dio3-His202, corresponding

to the catalytically essential Dio1-His158 of the Dio-

insertion, forms the end of this substrate binding cleft

(Fig. 3C). It likely binds the substrate 4 0-phenol, similar to

His435 in T3-receptor B (TRb; Nascimento et al. 2006).

A first model for a Dio substrate complex could thus

be generated by superimposing the T3/TRb complex

His435–T3–Arg282 clamp on Dio3-His202–Arg275 (Fig. 3C).

The 5-iodine would be w3–4 Å separated from the Sec170

selenium, consistent with the proposed selenenyliodide

formation during catalysis (Bayse & Rafferty 2010; see

below). In agreement with this binding mode, activity is

dramatically reduced in a mutant mDio3 with Arg275

replaced by Ala (Schweizer et al. 2014a). In the thyronine

complex model, Dio3-Glu259 appears well positioned for

recognizing the substrate amino group. Mutation of the

corresponding Dio1-Glu214 consistently increased the

thyronine KM (Callebaut et al. 2003).
A model of deiodinase catalysis

The selenol Selenols are thought to exist mainly in the

ionic, selenolate form under physiological conditions.

Thus, they are superior nucleophiles as compared to

thiols, which require nearby proton acceptors and some-

times nearby positive charges for their activation. No

proton acceptors or positive charges are apparent in the

mDio3cat structure near the Sec (Schweizer et al. 2014a),
http://jme.endocrinology-journals.org � 2015 Society for Endocrinology
DOI: 10.1530/JME-15-0156 Printed in Great Britain
consistent with the dramatic loss of deiodinase activity

when mutating the active site Sec to Cys (Berry et al. 1992,

Kuiper et al. 2003a). The requirement of an active site Sec

in deiodinase might reflect that its substrate, and thus the

substrate binding site, is much more hydrophobic than

substrates for other Prx family members.

Different mechanisms have been proposed for mam-

malian iodothyronine deiodinases (see above): the

mechanism most likely involves formation of a selenenyl-

iodide intermediate (Kuiper et al. 2005a), as it would

likewise work for inner and outer ring deiodination. In

contrast, keto–enol tautomerization is only possible in

the outer ring (Goto et al. 2010, Manna et al. 2015).

Accordingly, a keto–enol mechanism for 5 0-deiodination

would call for an entirely different catalytic mechanism for

5-deiodination. Owing to the high homology of the Dio1–

3 enzymes, we deem this rather unlikely and favor a

common selenenyliodide pathway, with a direct halogen

bond attack on the aromatic iodine substituent, for all

deiodinations they catalyze. Studies with small molecule

mimics for deiodination support this notion of a common

mechanism for inner and outer ring deiodination (Manna

et al. 2015). Also, energetic considerations and density

functional theory calculations support an in-line attack of

the selenolate onto the iodine atom within the aromatic

plane (Bayse & Rafferty 2010, Manna et al. 2015),

reminiscent of the cobalt-dependent mechanism reported

recently for a bacterial dehalogenase (Payne et al. 2015)

(see also above). A model for a thyronine complex of the

mDio3cat domain would indeed position the substrate

iodine properly for an in-line attack on the halogen

(Manna & Mugesh 2010). The selenenyliodide mechanism

would also be consistent with results from small molecule

enzyme models and deiodinase inhibitors (Manna &

Mugesh 2010, Manna et al. 2013, 2015; see below).

Differential sensitivity among deiodinase isoenzymes

to inhibition by propylthiouracil (PTU; see below) has

served as an important argument supporting two different

catalytic mechanisms (Kuiper et al. 2005a). Our structure

of mDio3cat and models of Dio2 and Dio1 suggest a

structural – rather than a mechanistic – reason for

differential PTU-sensitivity. PTU inhibits Dio1 only in

the presence of substrate, and iodide is released from Dio1

before inhibition (Kuiper et al. 2005a). Dio2 and Dio3, in

contrast, are insensitive to PTU. The insensitivity to PTU

was linked to a Pro at position C2 after the Sec (Fig. 4A).

Exchange of Pro present at this position in Xenopus Dio1 to

the Ser found in human Dio1 made the frog enzyme PTU

sensitive (Kuiper et al. 2006). Likewise, mutation of the Pro

present in human Dio2 to Ser conferred PTU sensitivity to
Published by Bioscientifica Ltd.
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this enzyme (Goemann et al. 2010). The mDio3cat

structure indicates that the bulkier Pro may limit

accessibility to the oxidized Sec (e.g. in a selenenylsulfide)

to PTU and thereby prevent inhibition. Macroscopic

kinetic differences, i.e., the ‘ping–pong’ mechanism

observed in Dio1 and sequential mechanisms observed

in Dio2 and Dio3, have also been interpreted as arguments

in favor of different microscopic mechanisms of deiodi-

nases. However, the described Pro/Ser substitutions have

also changed macroscopic kinetics in recombinant deio-

dinase enzymes (Callebaut et al. 2003, Goemann et al.

2010), suggesting that the limitation of the confor-

mational space or the microscopic kinetic effects associ-

ated with Pro at this position determine the macroscopic

mechanisms.

The proton An aspect that has not attracted much

attention until recently is the source of the hydrogen or

proton that ultimately replaces the iodine in the thyr-

onine product. Assuming the selenenyliodide mechanism,

a proton is required to replace the iodonium, which forms

the selenenyliodide. In the mDio3cat structure, we

recognized a hydrogen bond network connecting the
http://jme.endocrinology-journals.org � 2015 Society for Endocrinology
DOI: 10.1530/JME-15-0156 Printed in Great Britain
catalytic loop with the distant, but essential Dio3-His219.

In our interpretation, this H-bond network could convey

a proton from the solvent via His219, Glu200, Thr169, and

Ser167 to the iodothyronine ring (Fig. 4B). Tyr197, which

was previously thought to participate in dimerization, is

buried deep within the mDio3cat structure and helps

establish the H-bond network. Donation of a proton by

the essential Ser167, which is part of a Prx signature motif

Ser/Thr-X-X-Sec/Cys also conserved in deiodinases

(Fig. 4A), is again reminiscent of a proton-donating Tyr

in a Tyr-Lys/Arg dyad as in the bacterial dehalogenase

(Bommer et al. 2014, Payne et al. 2015). Alternatively,

the identified H-bond network might position a water

molecule close to the active site as a proton source, but this

model would hardly explain the catalytic importance of

the more distant network residues.

The source of electrons Selenenyliodide formation

and thyronine protonation results in a reduced substrate

and an oxidized active site selenium. The iodide might be

released through spontaneous hydrolysis (leaving an

oxidized selenenic acid moiety, -SeOH) or during the

re-reduction of the selenium atom, and a major
Published by Bioscientifica Ltd.
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outstanding question pertaining deiodinase catalysis

concerns the mechanism of this reduction and regen-

eration of the enzyme. Unlike bacterial co-dependent

dehalogenase (Payne et al. 2015), deiodinases do not

contain an Fe–S cluster for subsequent reduction of the

catalytic atom. However, deiodinases contain one to two

conserved Cys residues, which have repeatedly been

proposed to participate in enzyme regeneration or

interaction with reducing co-factors (Sun et al. 1997,

Croteau et al. 1998, Kuiper et al. 2002). The Dio3-

Cys168Ala mutant reduces enzymatic activity by about

50% irrespective of using DTT or protein thiols (Schweizer

et al. 2014a), in accordance with earlier findings regarding

Dio1-Cys126Ala (Sun et al. 1997, Croteau et al. 1998).

Insertion of a corresponding Cys into Dio2, which lacks

this second Cys in its native sequence, accordingly

stimulates enzyme activity in the presence of DTT (Kuiper

et al. 2002).

One problem in analyzing the deiodinase mechanism

is that it has been mostly studied in the presence of DTT,

a non-physiological co-substrate. Using DTT for the

determination of deiodinase activity in tissue extracts is

useful, e.g., if a measure for the relative amount of enzyme

is sought. Estimates of TH economy and mechanistic

analyses of deiodinase catalysis have also been generated

based on assays employing this artificial co-substrate DTT

(Maia et al. 2005). The meaning and limitations of

such numbers has to be considered very carefully, because

20–50 mM concentrations of this non-physiological
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The role of conserved cysteines in deiodinase catalysis. (A) Comparison of

reduced and oxidized states for PtGPX5 (left) and mDio3cat (right). The

structure of the oxidized form of PtGPX5 (green) was experimentally

determined and requires only small rearrangements from the reduced state

(grey) besides partial unwinding of the helix harboring Cys92. For mDio3cat,

an analogous oxidized state (magenta) could be modeled, starting with the

experimental structure of the reduced form (grey), with even smaller

rearrangements. (B) Impact of mutating conserved cysteines in Dio3 when
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co-substrate influence enzyme kinetics and mechanism.

The identity of the physiological reducing co-substrate

is still not clear, but early studies have suggested small

protein thiols as physiological co-substrates (Goswami &

Rosenberg 1985, Bhat et al. 1989). We have recently

reconstituted functional regenerating systems in vitro with

Trx1, TrxR1, and NADPH as well as Grx1, GSH, GR, and

NAPDH (Schweizer et al. 2014a). Under these conditions,

nanomolar concentrations of protein thiols are sufficient

to sustain catalysis. However, resulting activities appear

more physiological and are lower than those obtained

with DTT. In addition, millimolar concentrations of DTT

may replace the endogenous thiols and thereby obfuscate

their physiological roles by engaging the enzymes in

non-physiological mechanisms (Croteau et al. 1998).

Interestingly, comparing the mDio3cat structure to the

structurally related Prx proteins revealed that both

conserved deiodinase Cys are positioned in a way

suggesting that they can act in a similar manner to the

‘vicinal’ and ‘proximal’ Cys residues in Prx proteins. Based

on this close relationship to Prx, we have thus proposed a

mechanism during which the selenenyliodide is attacked

by an endogenous thiol, forming a selenenylsulfide and

eliminating iodide (or the hydroxyl group of selenenic

acid from hydrolysis). The selenenylsulfide is then reduced

by the other endogenous thiol, regenerating the reduced

selenolate, and the resulting disulfide is finally reduced by

the exogenous thiol co-substrate (Fig. 5A). Such a cascade

was found in other thiol peroxidases, and thioredoxin
C
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protein thiols and regenerating systems are provided as reducing cofactors.

Mutation of Cys239 does not reduce enzymatic activity. (C) Probing the

reactivity of the selenol with biotinylated iodoacetamide (BIAM). Mutation of

Cys239 does reduce the availability of the selenol suggesting a role for both

cysteines in selenol reduction. Modified, with permission, from Schweizer U,

Schlicker C, Braun D, Köhrle J & Steegborn C 2014a The crystal structure of

mammalian selenocysteine-dependent iodothyronine deiodinase suggests a

peroxiredoxin-like catalytic mechanism. PNAS 111 10526–10531.
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reductase even shows such a role of an oxidized active site

Sec as starting point of the cascade (Zhong et al. 2000,

Flohé et al. 2011). There is indeed experimental evidence

for a contribution from both Cys, although replacing

Cys239 with Ala does not change enzyme activity, even in

the presence of a Trx1 regenerating system (Fig. 5B;

Schweizer et al. 2014a). The contribution of Cys239 was

apparent when the reactivity of a Sec170 selenolate was

probed using biotinylated iodoacetamide (Fig. 5C). In

Dio3 oxidized through T4 turnover, the reduced selenolate

was again available. Together with mutagenesis effects for

Cys168 and/or Cys239 on selenol labeling, this finding

suggests that both Cys might react with the selenenylio-

dide and that they jointly regenerate the selenolate by

formation of an endogenous disulfide. This internal

deiodinase disulfide is then reduced by the thiol co-sub-

strate (Schweizer et al. 2014a). Such an internal disulfide

was also supported by effects of these mutations on cross-

linking Dio3 with a Trx-Cys35Ser variant (Schweizer et al.

2014a). The lack of conservation of the two corresponding

Cys in the Amphioxus Cys-deiodinase suggests that direct

reduction of the catalytic residue is also an option

(Klootwijk et al. 2011), but it might be sufficiently efficient

only in such more distantly related, Cys- rather than Sec-

based enzymes. In the proposed mechanism for mamma-

lian deiodinases, uncertainty persists as to which thiol

would act first and react with the selenenyliodide. Cys168

is positioned closer to Sec170 and deiodinase activity was

always more affected when the vicinal Cys was removed

(Croteau et al. 1998, Kuiper et al. 2002, Schweizer et al.

2014a), which might suggest preferential formation of a

Cys168–Sec170 selenenylsulfide. However, based on the

structural homology to PtGPX5, for which an experi-

mental structure of an oxidized state has been solved (Koh

et al. 2007), we have modeled a Sec170–Cys239 selenenyl-

sulfide in mDio3cat (Schweizer et al. 2014a) (Fig. 5B). Dio3-

Cys239 is located close to the position of the PtGPX5 distal

Cys, and the rearrangements required for disulfide/

selenylsulfide formation with the catalytic Cys/Sec are

rather small. The Dio3 structure, in fact, indicates

flexibility in the involved regions, which would allow

such a rearrangement (Schweizer et al. 2014a). Both Cys

residues thus might be able to react with the selenenylio-

dide first. From a structural point of view, a Cys168–Cys239

disulfide appears slightly more accessible for reduction

than a Cys239–Sec170 or Cys168–Sec170 selenenylsulfide

(Fig. 5C). The subsequent isomerization of either selene-

nylsulfide thus will facilitate the ultimate reaction with

the thiol cofactor. Our interpretation of these findings is

that the intermediate Sec170–Cys239 or Cys168–Sec170
http://jme.endocrinology-journals.org � 2015 Society for Endocrinology
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selenenylsulfide can be formed for protecting the oxidized

enzyme from overoxidation at the expense of speed, since

the following isomerization slows down the regeneration

by the cofactor. This protective function for the selene-

nylsulfide is proposed in analogy to findings for Prx from

Trypanosoma and Aeropyrum pernix (Jeon & Ishikawa 2003,

Flohé et al. 2011). This model is in fact based on a large

body of additional data for Prx proteins (Flohé et al. 2011)

and explains why these Cys residues are conserved but

mutating them shows effects only in some experimental

setups. In particular for deiodinases, it would explain why

mutating the conserved Cys does not significantly affect

activity with the widely used, artificial thiol cofactor DTT

(Croteau et al. 1998), since the high concentrations of this

small reductant likely reduce the selenenyliodide directly.

In Dio2, which lacks the vicinal Cys, the selenenylsul-

fide would be long-lived and may constitute a molecular

memory (Fig. 5B). Its conformation might target the

enzyme for the observed ubiquitination that likely causes

the substrate-induced degradation after completing one

reaction cycle (Steinsapir et al. 2000; see below). Interest-

ingly, the model of oxidized Dio2 featuring a sterically less

accessible selenenylsulfide like the one in oxidized PtGPX5

also suggests an explanation why Dio2 is not reduced by

the bulky GSH (Kuiper et al. 2002), but by the smaller DTT

which is used for in vitro assays. Consistent with a role for

the vicinal Cys missing in Dio2 in forming the efficiently

reduced species, replacing the Ala residue found in Dio2 at

this position with Cys improved is interaction with the

reducing cofactor DTT (Kuiper et al. 2002). Why GSH was

still not a co-factor for Dio2-Ala131Cys may be related to

several small Dio2-specific insertions.

Clearly, there are still open questions regarding the

role of endogenous thiols in deiodinase catalysis or

regeneration, and the proposed Prx-like enzyme reduction

mechanism remains to be further tested. Unfortunately,

thiol/selenol chemistry cannot readily be followed by

spectroscopic methods like absorbance and electron

paramagnetic resonance (EPR), hampering progress in

comparison to other dehalogenase mechanisms. Techni-

cally demanding approaches such as structural studies on

intermediates and site-resolved mass spectrometry will be

required for further analyzing the enzyme reduction half-

cycle of deiodinase catalysis.

Autoinhibition of the monomer Given the reactiv-

ity of selenolates and the structural similarity of deiodi-

nases to peroxidases, it is rather surprising that

mammalian deiodinases do not exhibit peroxidase

activity. For example, a simple replacement of the
Published by Bioscientifica Ltd.
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catalytic Ser by Sec in the serine protease subtilisin, which

is structurally unrelated to known peroxidases, was

sufficient to turn the enzyme into an efficient peroxidase

(Wu & Hilvert 1990). Hydrogen peroxide is certainly more

abundant than THs (and peroxidases), so that deiodinases

need to be protected from performing competing

reactions. In the mDio3cat structure, the selenolate from

Sec170 is shielded from the solvent by Pro171, Pro172, and

Phe258 (Fig. 6A). Phe258 from the a2/b3-loop blocks the

substrate binding groove in this monomer structure of apo

mDio3cat (Schweizer et al. 2014a). The Phe258 residue

assumes a strained conformation indicating a switch

function for this residue and the whole a2/b3-loop. This

loop is known to participate in substrate binding in other

Trx-fold proteins (Martin 1995). We speculate that

dimerization and/or substrate binding releases the loop

from the observed, protected, and autoinhibited

conformation.

Dimerization The N-terminal region of deiodinases

seems to contribute to proper cellular localization (Olvera

et al. 2015), but it is also required for enzymatic activity,

possibly through its contribution to formation of the

physiological homodimer (Sagar et al. 2008). In contrast to

the dimeric full-length deiodinase, mDio3cat behaved

mainly monomeric with only a small fraction of dimeric

protein (Schweizer et al. 2014a), indicating only a weak

dimerization capability. This observation supports the
αD

Dio2-S

GLu259

Sec170*

Arg275

Phe258

Ser167Glu200

His202

Thyronine

ligand

A B

α2/β3-loop

Figure 6

Models based on mDio3cat. (A) Model of a mDio3cat complex with a

thyronine ligand. The figure shows that Phe258 assumes an auto-inhibitory

position preventing the access of substrates to the active site Sec170.

(B) Model of mDio2 (red) based on mDio3cat (cyan). The Dio2-specific
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previous conclusion that deiodinase dimerization is

mainly mediated by the transmembrane region and

apparently a contribution from the linker region (Sagar

et al. 2008). The linker also influences the reaction

specificity (Olvera et al. 2015), indicating that it contrib-

utes to the close coupling between dimerization and

activity (see also below).

A deiodinase region around a3 and b4 comprises a

cluster of residues conserved among deiodinase enzymes

and exposed to the monomer surface. This region

mediates dimerization in other redoxins, and a Dio3cat

dimer was modeled based on this dimerization mode

(Schweizer et al. 2014a). In this deiodinase dimer model,

contacts between the N-terminal loop and b4 of one

monomer and the b4/a3-loop and substrate site of the

second monomer suggest how dimerization might relax

the a2/b3-loop (Schweizer et al. 2014a). The mDio3cat

structure shows that part of the conserved so-called

‘deiodinase dimerization domain’ (DDD), and in particu-

lar its IleTyrIle196–198 motif (Leonard et al. 2005, Simpson

et al. 2006; Fig. 4A), is embedded within the hydrophobic

core of the catalytic domain monomer. While a major

refolding of the Diocat upon dimerization cannot be fully

excluded, this arrangement suggests that this part of the

DDD contributes to the stability of the individual catalytic

domain and only indirectly to dimerization. The

C-terminal part of the DDD, comprising a conserved

GluAlaHis202XxxXxxAspGlyTrp motif (Fig. 4A; Leonard
βN1/βN2-loop,

Dio2 destruction sequence

/βD-loop,

LP-insertion

Dio3-Cys239

Dio3-Sec170*Dio3-Cys168

Loop-D,

Dio2-SLS-inertion

insertions are shown as modeled loops. Reproduced, with permission, from

Schweizer U, Schlicker C, Braun D, Köhrle J & Steegborn C 2014a The crystal

structure of mammalian selenocysteine-dependent iodothyronine deiodinase

suggests a peroxiredoxin-like catalytic mechanism. PNAS 111 10526–10531.
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et al. 2005, Simpson et al. 2006), is part of the deiodinase-

specific insertion (D-loop). It forms a potential lid above

the active site and might participate in dimerization-

induced rearrangements. Based on the modeled dimer, it

would also not directly contribute to the dimer interface

(Schweizer et al. 2014a), and its effect on dimerization

would either be indirect or entail an interaction with the

linker region. Proposing such a linker/lid model is

tempting since it could explain the influence of the linker

on the substrate specificity (Kuiper et al. 2003b, Olvera

et al. 2015). However, the mode of deiodinase dimeri-

zation and why dimerization is a prerequisite for deiodi-

nase activity remains speculative and awaits to be clarified

through structural characterization of a dimeric full-

length deiodinase enzyme.

Substrate binding and inner ring vs outer ring

deiodination Conservation of structurally and cataly-

tically critical residues show that basic architecture of the

catalytic domains and key aspects of catalysis are

conserved between deiodinase isoforms. A major

difference between these isoforms is their substrate

selectivity. In order to compare deiodinase sequences in

relation to structure, we generated homology models for

Dio1/2cat based on the experimental Dio3cat structure

(Schweizer et al. 2014a; Fig. 6B).

While Dio1cat and Dio3cat are overall very similar,

several structural features are specific for Dio2. Obvious are

extensions in loop-D, at the a1 C-terminus, and in the

bN1/bN2 loop (Fig. 6B). These insertions may contribute

to interactions with ubiquitin ligase complexes (see

above), underlining the need for an experimental

structure of Dio2. Around the active sites, however, most

residues even beyond the catalytically essential ones are

conserved, including, e.g., a loop sequence conserved even

in Amphioxus Cys-deiodinase (IleXxxGluAlaHisXxxSer-

AspGlyTrp). Other features thus have to determine the

regioselectivities of the isoforms.

The linker region between the membrane anchor and

the catalytic domain has repeatedly been implicated in

substrate interactions. Phe65 in human Dio1 is important

for 5 0-deiodination of rT3 and 3,3 0-T2, but not T3 and T4

(Toyoda et al. 1994, 1997). It has been speculated that

Phe65 interacts with the inner ring if a 5-iodine is lacking.

Feline Dio1 differs from human Dio1 in this linker region

and amino acid changes correlate with differential activity

towards rT3 (Kuiper et al. 2003b). Our crystal structure of

mDio3cat starts only a few amino acids C-terminal from

the position corresponding to Dio1-Phe65 (Schweizer et al.

2014a). In mDio3cat, this part is in an extended
http://jme.endocrinology-journals.org � 2015 Society for Endocrinology
DOI: 10.1530/JME-15-0156 Printed in Great Britain
conformation. It is tempting to speculate that in the full-

length protein the linker folds back over the substrate-

binding groove thus modulating substrate interactions.

How might the iodothyronine substrate be oriented

in the active site? Because there is no enzyme/substrate

structure available, we have modeled the iodothyronine

ligand between His202 and Arg275 into the mDio3cat

structure (Schweizer et al. 2014a). This orientation is

based on the T3 binding mode in the TH receptors

(Nascimento et al. 2006) where the His interacts with the

thyronine 4 0-OH and the Arg with the amino acid

carboxylate. Interactions of His with the 4 0-hydroxyl

group and of Arg with the carboxylate are also observed

in other iodothyronine-binding proteins (Schweizer et al.

2014b). Such a binding mode in deiodinases would bring

the 5-iodine into close proximity with the Sec. Arg275 is

replaced by a Lys in Dio2 within a Gly-Gly-Arg/Lys-Gly-

Pro motif conserved in Dio3 and Dio2 and replaced by Gly-

Lys-Ser/Ala/Pro-Gly-Pro in Dio1. These small isoenzyme

differences could lead to conformational differences in the

bound substrate. Recently, it was shown that the

conformation of the thyronine amino acid moiety

influences the reactivities of the iodine-binding carbons

and the authors hypothesized that deiodinase isoenzymes

may control regioselectivity via this mechanism (Mondal

& Mugesh 2015). However, deiodinases can also act on

substrates lacking either the carboxylate or the amino

group, thyronamines and thyroacetic acids respectively

(Piehl et al. 2008a,b, Klootwijk et al. 2011); therefore, the

interaction with either part of the substrate amino acid

moiety does not appear to be vital for catalysis.

For Dio2, ligand binding in the reverse orientation

has been proposed, with the carboxylate close to His

(Callebaut et al. 2003). Such an orientation would be

consistent with covalent crosslinking experiments with

Dio1 and N-BrAcetyl-T4 (Köhrle et al. 1990). It is tempting

to speculate that in principle both orientations may be

possible depending on substrate and isoenzyme, and that

the flexible linker may act as a lid covering the ligand in its

binding site and dictates its orientation.

Substrate-induced inactivation Dio2 is well known

for its activity-induced inactivation (Steinsapir et al. 1998).

The inactivation process involves ubiquitination of the

active enzyme, which leads to an inactive Dio2 confor-

mation (Sagar et al. 2007), and is followed by proteasomal

degradation (Steinsapir et al. 1998, 2000) or reactivation

through deubiquitination (Sagar et al. 2007). Several

proteins are involved in ubiquitinylation of Dio2 (Dentice

et al. 2005) and a still unresolved question is how the
Published by Bioscientifica Ltd.
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ubiquitin-ligase is able to distinguish a Dio2 from a Dio2

that has already seen the substrate. It is known that the

first step for inactivation is actually turnover of a

thyronine molecule (Steinsapir et al. 2000), and we suggest

that the selenenylsulfide stabilizes a conformation that

enhances recognition by the ubiquitin ligase. The inacti-

vation loop and other insertions in Dio2 may also

contribute to the interaction with the ubiquitin-ligase.

Similar observations were made with Dio1, which has

been shown to exist in a substrate-induced inactive form

(Zhu et al. 2012). Substrate-induced inactivation increased

the fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) signal in

Dio1 fusion proteins indicating a conformational change

in the inactivated dimer. Both inactivation and increased

FRET signal depended on a functional active site (Zhu et al.

2012), suggesting that substrate turnover, rather than

binding, is required for inactivation and is compatible

with a selenenylsulfide contributing to this mechanism.
Propylthiouracil (PTU)

Iopanoic acid Aurothioglucose

5′-OH-BDE-99 Genistein P

6-Benzyl-2-thiouracil

Figure 7

Compounds with deiodinase inhibiting activity.
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Deiodinase modulators and further drug
development

As key enzymes in TH metabolism, all deiodinase isoforms

might be suitable as drug targets. Deviations from normal

TH plasma levels result in thyrotoxicosis or hypothyroid-

ism, severe diseases which massively impair the patients’

well-being. While hypothyroidism can be treated reason-

ably well by hormone replacement therapy, thyrotoxicosis

may develop into life-threatening disease, and apart from

pharmacological blockade of thyroidal TH biosynthesis

and release with drugs that have known side effects,

thyroidectomy exists as a last therapeutic resort (Mandel

et al. 2011). Inhibition of Dio1 could provide an

alternative therapeutic option for management of

hyperthyroidism/thyrotoxicosis, if T4 to T3 conversion in

thyroid or liver cells contributes to the pathomechanism

(Koenig 2005). Increasing TH action through inhibition of

Dio1/3-mediated T3 inactivation may be a way to increase
3′-iodo-4′-hydroxy aurone

hloretin Xanthohumol

Amiodarone

Published by Bioscientifica Ltd.
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energy expenditure in overweight patients, if the energy

consuming effects of TH could be targeted to liver, muscle,

and brown adipose tissue, while avoiding the heart.

Furthermore, since Dio3 activity is required for strong

proliferation, e.g. in developing tissue, and Dio3 is indeed

up-regulated in some highly proliferative cancers, redu-

cing Dio3 activity appears attractive for retarding cancer

growth (Dentice et al. 2013a, Ciavardelli et al. 2014).

Pharmacological Dio inhibitors would be interesting

leads for drug development, and they would also be

valuable tools for in vivo studies. Few deiodinase-targeting

compounds are available, however. The Dio1 inhibitor

PTU (Fig. 7) is clinically used for treatment of hyper-

thyroidism but shows significant side effects (Glinoer &

Cooper 2012). PTU and the closely related methylthiour-

acil (MTU) are selective for human Dio1 and are assumed to

react with the oxidized active site selenenyl resulting from

substrate deiodination (Kuiper et al. 2005a). Dio2/3 are

PTU insensitive, likely due to an active site substitution

that renders their selenyl residue less accessible (see above).

However, PTU/MTU also inhibit thyroid peroxidase (TPO),

which catalyzes iodination of thyroglobulin as a step in T4

biosynthesis (Manna et al. 2013). The anti-thyroid effect of

the related, clinically used compound methimazole, which

inhibits TPO but shows no significant inhibition of Dio1,

suggest that TPO inhibition is in fact the essential activity

for the therapeutic effect. Nevertheless, PTU/MTU are

valuable leads for the development of Dio inhibitors, and

evaluating selenium analogs and a variety of modified

thionamides indeed yielded the potent Dio1 inhibitor

6-benzyl-2-thiouracil (IC50 0.12 mM; Fig. 7; Rijntjes et al.

2013). This compound again showed no significant effect

on Dio2, but the specificity for Dio1 vs TPO and other

potential targets remains to be analyzed.

Dio2 is inhibited by the anti-arrhythmic drug amio-

darone (Rosene et al. 2010), but its pleiotropic effects and

targets preclude its use as anti-Dio2 drug. Two other

inhibitors available for Dio2 and Dio3 are iopanoic acid

and aurothioglucose (Kaplan & Utiger 1978, Berry et al.

1991; Fig. 7). Both compounds are non-specific, however,

since they also act on Dio1 and possible other protein

families. Aurothioglucose shows some differences in

potency against the three Dio isoforms but appears not

suitable for further development into a more specific

compound since its inhibitory effect seems to be based on

providing gold ions for the covalent modification of the

Dio active site Sec in its reduced state (Kuiper et al. 2005a).

Iopanoic acid resembles part of the thyronine substrate,

should be a more specific ligand and thus might be more

interesting as a starting point for further development, but
http://jme.endocrinology-journals.org � 2015 Society for Endocrinology
DOI: 10.1530/JME-15-0156 Printed in Great Britain
the compound itself shows little specificity and even

serves as weak substrate at least for Dio1 (Renko et al.

2012). Similar features – limited specificity and possibly

even enzymatic conversion – might apply to some of the

other halogenated compounds that were described as Dio

inhibitors. They belong to a variety of Dio inhibitory

compounds that resulted from mainly exploratory studies

on substances such as thyronine analogs, plant metab-

olites, halogenated dyes and phenolic xenobiotics (see e.g.

Auf’mkolk et al. (1986a), Ferreira et al. (2002) and Shimizu

et al. (2013)). An example for a potent Dio inhibitor from

these studies is the 5 0-OH derivative of the flame retardant

BDE-99 (Fig. 7; Butt et al. 2011). As in most of these studies,

inhibition of cellular lysates rather than isolated Dio

isoforms was studied, and the structure–activity relation-

ship was restricted to a smaller number of compounds,

since they aimed at the identification of effects of nutrients

and xenobiotics on TH metabolism and function. These

limitations and the lack of detailed information on

molecular interactions with the Dio enzyme have left

most studies descriptive, without follow-up efforts on

developing compounds into potent and specific Dio

inhibitors. Other examples of such compounds are the

plant derived phloretin (KiZ0.75 mM; Auf’mkolk et al.

1986b), the flavonoid baicalein (IC50 11 mM; Ferreira et al.

2002), and the aurone derivative 3 0-iodo-40-hydroxy aurone

(IC50 0.5 mM; Auf’mkolk et al. 1986a; Fig. 7). A more recent

study examined compound effects on all three Dio isoforms

individually and revealed xanthohumol as an inhibitor

with micromolar potency on Dio1/2/3 (IC50 1.5–3 mM), and

genistein as a compound with similar potency (IC50 3 mM),

but specific for Dio1 (Renko et al. 2015; Fig. 7).

The recently solved structure of Dio3 catalytic domain

(Schweizer et al. 2014a) might now accelerate the

development of Dio modulators by allowing structure-

assisted approaches and the reanalysis of the described

compounds and inhibition data. Such molecular analyses

should soon provide new and promising candidate

compounds for Dio inhibition for therapy and for

functional studies. Further structural and mechanistic

information on Dio action, such as the details of Dio

dimerization or its interaction with thiol cofactors, might

reveal additional opportunities and binding sites for Dio

modulation and promise further insights in a unique

biological reaction.
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